body detox
sculpting

OSMOSIS +SCULPT

the holistic approach to fat loss
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Contrary to popular belief fat cells are not our enemy. Recent research has shown fat cells are critical to
overall health - meaning we do not want to destroy fat cells, only shrink them for inch loss. Osmosis +Sculpt
utilizes a unique method of nano, pico and micro currents to reduce the size of fat cells by eliminating
toxins, all while strengthening and engaging the muscle. Using this holistic approach, increased definition
and tone are achieved in those resistent areas that hold onto fat. A healthy, contoured body awaits.
Proven research demonstrates microcurrent increases lipolysis and activates ATP pathways to tone
and strengthen muscles, paired with our proprietary frequencies to amplify the results. In addition, we
have patented technology that allows our nano and pico currents to effectively detox the fat. Osmosis
+Sculpt proprietary wave technology reaches the fat layers and encourages the purging of toxins to
reshape and contour.
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Many of the available treatment options for fat loss
involve removing, burning or freezing fat, but as it turns out, one of the main reasons we
gain weight is our fat takes on the burden of absorbing toxins from the system which
causes them to get swollen. Osmosis +Sculpt triggers the cell to release trapped
toxins resulting in shrinkage and inch loss. We believe this is the healthiest and
most effective alternative for body sculpting available. Unlike wraps and other
temporary treatments, we permanently remove the toxins, not just water loss.
Osmosis +Sculpt eliminates toxins for inch loss and strengthens the muscles.
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How is Osmosis +Sculpt different?
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How long do the results last? Osmosis +Sculpt begins detoxing and toning
in the first treatment with most people reporting more than an inch loss
immediately. Based on our clinical trial and experience, we recommend 10
weekly treatments to reach your desired outcome. We approach the body
holistically, and since we accumulate toxins in our fat cells over the span
of our lifetime, we need to continuously work to achieve a healthy body.
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Clinical Study
A two year trial comparison was conducted on 300 test
subjects at three different locations. Results from the
clinical were as follows:
• 91% of the test subjects were pleased with the
results.
• 85% of the test subjects tested averaged 6
inches loss measured in 3 locations after 1
series.
• 88% of the subjects tested were pleased with
the initial treatment.
• 78% of the subjects tested retained for
monthly maintenance.

Testimonials
“I decided to try Osmosis +Sculpt to prepare for a February cruise after a long winter. I had
results after the first treatment and continued to see results after each visit. Inch loss, more toned
and defined abdominal muscles, and a significantly smoother mid-back region (under the bra line).
I was more at ease choosing a treatment that is holistic and non-invasive. I could definitely tell that
there was a detoxifying effect happening. I am very happy with my results and would recommend it to
anyone wanting a quick tone-up without the risks of other treatments.”
— Barbara
“As a mother of two grown children who were delivered by C-section, I found that no matter what I did with
diet or exercise, I could not get rid of the abdominal ridge above my scar. The Osmosis +Sculpt machine is the
only thing that I have ever found that actually tightened the muscles and the surrounding skin. I saw a difference
after one treatment with inch loss, so I signed up for a series of treatments and saw amazing, long lasting results.
It was not uncomfortable or invasive whatsoever, and I would highly recommend it to anyone looking to improve
specific areas or for all over body tightening the natural way. No lasers, no knives, no suction - just a machine that
helps your own body do the work.”
—J
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